to let

36

St Marys Gate, Chesterfield, S41 7TH
36 St Marys Gate is a deceptively spacious retail unit on one of the
busiest roads in and out of Chesterfield town centre. This location
provides a fantastic advertising opportunity for any business.
Internally the space is just short of 900 sq ft based over ground and
1st floor. There is Parking to the rear for up to 5 vehicles, and
extensive storage in the rear yard.
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RENT
£22,000 per annum
TENURE
The property is available to let by way of a new lease
drawn on a full repairing and insuring basis.
SERVICES
All mains services are connected to the property.
LOCATION
Chesterfield is a historic market town located 24
miles north of Derby, 11 miles south of Sheffield and
6 miles from Junction 29 on the M1. Chesterfield is
the second largest town in Derbyshire, after the city
of Derby.
BUSINESS RATES
The premises are currently listed on the Valuation
Office website as Rateable of : £6,726
Please contact the local council directly to confirm
the rates payable and any relief you may be entitled
USE Class E
LEGAL COSTS
Each party is to be responsible for their own legal
costs in respect of any transaction.
VIEWING
Strictly by prior appointment with sole agent Roy
Peters Estates

MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1991
Roy Peters Estates (and their Joint Agents where applicable) for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property [or whom they act,
give notice that:
(i) these particulars are a general outline, [or the guidance of prospective purchasers or and do not constitute the whole or any part o[ an
offer or contract;
(ii) Roy Peters Estates cannot guarantee the accuracy of any description, dimensions, references to condition, necessary permissions [or use
and occupation and other details contained herein and prospective purchasers or tenants must not rely on them as statements of fact or
representations and must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy;
(iii) no employee of Roy Peters Estates (and their Joint Agents where applicable) bas any authority to make or give any representation or warranty to enter into any contract whatever in relation to the property;
(iv) prices / rent quoted in these particulars may be subject to VAT in addition; and
(v) Roy Peters Estates will not be liable, in negligence or otherwise, [or any loss arising from the use of the particulars.
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